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Overview 
The purpose of this Jet Noise Commission monthly summary report is to provide a continuous 
update on commercial jet traffic over the City of Huntington Beach.  This report offers a high level 
summary and does not contain all of the underlying data that contributed to this report. 

This report covers the period of August 1 to August 31, 2020. 

Methodology 
The majority of the data in this report is based on data from commercial jet aircraft sent from 
the airplane‘s “Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast” (ADS-B) transmitter.  The ADS-B 
data stream reports items such as position, altitude, speed, heading and more.  This data is 
captured in a database so the flight path across Huntington Beach can be plotted and statistics 
therefrom can be generated.  The data collected is also validated against official reports from 
both Long Beach and John Wayne Airport reports; however, but the official reports are usually 
delayed by one or more months. 

The Impact of COVID-19 on Air Traffic 
When COVID-19 was declared a pandemic in March 2020, it created a tremendous impact on air 
travel.  At Long Beach airport1 (LGB), for example, plane arrivals decreased by approximately 80 
percent, compared to the prior year (see Figure 1).  In addition, Figure 2 illustrates much of the 
same, showing a significant decline in the number of passengers. 

However, as the State implemented stricter COVID-19 safety measures and is flattening the 
curve, more passengers and planes are beginning to travel again, as noted in Figure 1 below. 

 
Figure 1 LGB Landings Jan - Aug 2020 vs 2019 

                                                           
1 http://www.longbeach.gov/lgb/community-information/noise-abatement/monthly-noise-and-activity-reports  

http://www.longbeach.gov/lgb/community-information/noise-abatement/monthly-noise-and-activity-reports


 
John Wayne issued a similar report for July 2020.  August data is still pending.2: 
 

Airline passenger traffic at John Wayne Airport decreased in July 2020 as compared with 
July 2019.  In July 2020, the Airport served just 239,120 passengers, a decrease of 74.7% 
when compared with the July 2019 passenger traffic count of 945,962.  

Commercial aircraft operations decreased 49.2% and commuter aircraft operations 
decreased 11.7% when compared with July 2019 levels. 

Total aircraft operations decreased in July 2020 as compared with the same month in 
2019. In July 2020, there were 23,694 total aircraft operations (take-offs and landings), a 
13.9% decrease compared to 27,520 total aircraft operations in July 2019.   This include 
General aviation. 

General aviation activity, which accounted for 81.2% of the total aircraft operations 
during July 2020, increased 0.3% when compared with July 2019. 

The top three airlines in July 2020 based on passenger count were Southwest Airlines 
(96,301), American Airlines (54,732) and United Airlines (29,968). 
 

The major indicator of the impact of COVID-19 is shown in Figure 2, the TSA Passenger 
Throughput3 from March through August of 2020 vs. 2019.  Note the rapid decrease, starting 
mid-March and a slow rise starting in mid-July.  
 
  

 
Figure 2 - TSA Weekly Passenger Throughput 2020 vs. 2019 

 

                                                           
2 https://www.ocair.com/newsroom/news/airportstats  
3 https://www.tsa.gov/coronavirus/passenger-throughput 

https://www.ocair.com/newsroom/news/airportstats
https://www.tsa.gov/coronavirus/passenger-throughput


Air Traffic over Huntington Beach 
Very little has changed in terms of air traffic over Huntington Beach since the August report.  
Table 2 lists the plan counts and averages and the same data is visually displayed in Figure 3 and 
Figure 4. 

 

Table 1 - August Traffic Average Times and Altitudes over HB 

Airport Count Average 
Altitude 

Average Time  
over HB (Seconds) 

Passing By 1,204 24,910 46 
        
LGB_Arv 495 3,060 130 
SNA_Arv 936 4,770 49 
LAX_Arv 818 7,594 87 
        
SNA_Dep 480 14,330 31 
LGB_Dep 160 14,923 22 
LAX_Dep 3,205 18,634 20 

 

 
Figure 3 - Average Altitudes over HB by Airport/Direction 



 
Figure 4 - Average Time over HB by Airport/Direction 

 

Figure 5 shows both arrivals and departures from each of the 3 airports by hour.  The operating 
curfews at LGB and SNA are clearly visible.  By combining arrivals and departures, the total planes 
over Huntington Beach, by hour, is shown in Figure 6.  Note that at 500 planes per hour that 
would average out to 8 planes per minute or so. 

 
Figure 5 - Arrivals/Departures by Hour by Airport 

 

 



 
Figure 6 - Total Planes by Hour 

 

Another way to visualize the different flight paths over the City is to look from the north out 
towards the ocean and see the altitudes swaths that are crossing the City as in Figure 7.  This 
view is looking from 14,000 feet, as if you are looking up to planes above you and looking down 
on ones below.  The tip of Catalina is on the right side just below the middle of the image.  The 
bright blue lines are the Huntington Beach Residential District boundaries. 

The lowest levels are derived from LGB arrivals, followed by SNA arrivals, LAX arrivals, and 
departures.  The top swatch of data illustrates the planes overhead.  Each of these levels will be 
discussed in the following section. 



 
Figure 7 - Path Visualization Viewed from the North from about 14,000 feet 

 

 



RD Analysis 
Huntington Beach is divided into a series of Residential Districts (RDs).  In general each RD is ½ mile 
square bounded by major streets in the City as seen in Figure 8.  By plotting all the flight paths and then 
counting how many planes go over each RD, a “heat map” by RD can be created as seen in Figure 9.  
The bigger the circle and the closer to the color red in each RD, the more planes there are.   There are 
several RDs that exemplify the concentrated flight path effects on the residents. 

 

 
Figure 8 – Huntington Beach RD Map 

  



 
Figure 9 – August Heat Map by RD based on Plane Count Only 

 

Various colors are used to illustrate the noise levels in each RD, with Red indicating the highest noise 
levels and Green having the least: 

• Red 
• Orange 
• Yellow 
• Blue  
• Green  



However, looking at the traffic count does not give a fair representation of noise.  Although higher 
count does equate to more planes per hour, the altitude, time across the RD and type of airplane also 
have an impact.  In the next figures, each of the main altitude swaths as shown in Figure 7 are viewed 
top-down to see which RDs are affected by which types of traffic. 

The three yellow lines are the centerline of the approaches to LGB, LAX, and SNA.  Where those lines 
intersect obviously results in more noise for a given RD.  Note that the following figures are not a true 
mathematical noise model but based on a derating scheme taking counts, times and altitudes into 
account.  Again, note that a given person’s perception of noise may not match another’s perception.  
The figures are intended to give an idea of general impact only and do not represent any sort of actual 
measured analysis. 

Figure 10 shows RDs most affected by LGB arrivals.  Note the 4 RDs by the place where LAX arrivals 
cross - RDs 155, 156, 166 and 167.  Then the 5 RDs that are on the approach path from LUCG are RDs 
177, 178, 188, 189, and 199. 

 

 
Figure 10 - RDs Most Affected by LGB Arrivals 

 



Figure 11 shows the RDs in the southeast most affected by SNA arrivals.  These are RDs 424, 425, 432, 
433, 434, 441, 442, 359 and 451. 

 

 
Figure 11 - RDs Most Affected by SNA Arrivals 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 12 shows the RDs most affected by LAX arrivals.  Note there are two places where that the path 
crosses either the LGB or the SNA arrivals which increases noise and frequency.  The red RDs are 126, 
136, 146, 156, 157, 167, 177, 187, 197, 198, 318, 328, 338, 339, 349 and 359. 

 

 
Figure 12 - RDs Most Affected by LAX Arrivals 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Figure 13 shows that because SNA and LGB departures are high and quite dispersed, there is not a 
significant amount of traffic to generate noise across most of the RDs in the City.  However, RDs 473, 
474, 475, and 476 do receive some amount of noise which compounds the noise received they get from 
LAX departures, as seen in Figure 14. 

 

 
Figure 13 - RDs Most Affected by SNA and LGB Departures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 14 shows that 4 RDs get quite a bit of LAX departures and although the planes are relatively high, 
they tend to be bigger planes like 747s.  The red RDs are 473, 474, 475, and 476. 

 

 
Figure 14 - RDs Most Affected by LAX Departures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Finally, Figure 15 shows several RDs that get some noise generated by planes passing by overhead.  
They are high, but there are a lot of them.  RDs 473, 474, 475, and 476 seem to get hit by those as well.  
Drawing a line through the blue dots gives a path that is not quite parallel to the LAX approach.  Many 
of these are north-south traffic, as an example, DAL1419 from San Diego to Seattle. 

 

 
Figure 15 - RDs Most Affected by Passers-By 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Legislative/Legal Activities 
There has been little on the legal/legislative front.  However, some Congress Members have sent the following letter to the FAA Regional 
Administrator with many of the same questions we have raised, in regards to low approaches at key waypoints (in this case LAX waypoints DAHJR 
and GADDO). 

 

 



There was another meeting of Congressman Harley Rouda’s OC Jet Noise Task Force on August 28th as 
well as a presentation by the group Airlines For America4 (A4A).    A few of their more interesting slides 
are shown below in Figure 16 through Figure 19.  Huntington Beach Mayor Lyn Semeta is an active 
member of this task force. 

 

 
Figure 16 - A4A Slide 1 

 

 
Figure 17 - A4A Slide 2 

                                                           
4 https://www.airlines.org/dataset/a4a-presentation-industry-review-and-outlook/#  

https://www.airlines.org/dataset/a4a-presentation-industry-review-and-outlook/


 
Figure 18 - A4A Slide 3 (purple emphasis box added) 

 

 
Figure 19 - A4A Slide 4 

 

 

 

 

  



Two US Congressional bills that were not in the previous report5 have been noted. 

 

H.R. 5450 - Cleaner, Quieter Airplanes Act 
This bill directs the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to establish an initiative to 
build upon and accelerate previous or ongoing work to develop and demonstrate new technologies in 
aircraft concepts that are capable of reducing both greenhouse gas emissions and noise emissions from 
aircraft by at least 50%. The goal of the initiative shall be to deploy new technologies developed 
pursuant to the initiative on (1) regional transport aircraft intended to enter into service by 2030, and 
(2) single-aisle aircraft designed to accommodate more than 125 passengers intended to enter into 
service by 2040.. 
R Rep. Beyer, Donald S., Jr. [D-VA-8] (Introduced 12/17/2019) 

Committees: House - Science, Space, and Technology 

Latest Action: House - 12/17/2019 Referred to the Science, Space, and Technology committee 

 

H.R.6038 - Aviation-Impacted Communities Act 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, aviation-impacted communities that are not currently 
within the 65 DNL standard as measured by the Federal Aviation Administration shall be eligible for the 
Airport Improvement Program noise mitigation program funds and for grants under section 7, and shall 
also be granted status under section 5 to establish community boards to address airport noise in their 
communities 
 Rep. Smith, Adam [D-WA-9] (Introduced 2/28/2020) 

Committees: House - Transportation and Infrastructure 

Latest Action: House - 3/2/2020 Referred to the Subcommittee on Aviation 
 

                                                           
5 JNC Detailed Report of August, 2020.docx 

https://www.congress.gov/member/joe-neguse/N000191
https://www.congress.gov/member/joe-neguse/N000191
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